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Abstract:  

The purpose of this paper is to examine globalization from a variety of perspectives relevant to the 

present day and time. We first examine what is globalization in present day context, then we 

examine the importance of financial flows from globalization. We further examine into how 

digitization is taking place across the globe and the consequences that it brings. We also look at 

the consequences of globalization on the environment and finally we come to the discussion of the 

importance of globalization in present day times and especially in regards to the Covid-19 

pandemic. Is prudence in terms of globalization a better path rather than irrational exuberance.? Is 

stability better than volatility.? 

Keywords: Globalization, Finance, Digitization, Environment, Sustainability, Covid, 19, Public 

Health 
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1. What is Globalization 

According to Peterson Institute of International Economics, “Globalization is the word that is used 

to describe the growing interdependence of the world’s economies, cultures and populations, 

brought about by cross-border trade in goods and services, technology and flows of investment, 

people and information.” It is due to many centuries of technological progress, further advances 

in international cooperation and countries that the world is interconnected more than ever. The 

term globalization gained popularity after the world war and in the early 1990’s as cooperative 

arrangements shaped modern everyday life. The term globalization is also closely connected to 

international trade referring to the flows of investments among advanced economies. The wide 

ranging of impact of globalization can be very complex and at time very politically charges, much 

like major technological advances, globalization benefits society as a whole but can harm certain 

groups. Understanding the benefits and costs can pave the way for alleviating problems and 

realizing larger payoffs.(Pie, 2020) 

The History of Globalization is Driven By Technology, Transportation and International 

Cooperation. 

Since ancient times, humans have had the urge to explore, produce and trade with distant places 

and this has been made possible by improvements in technology and transportation. Globalization 

took off in the 19th century, following centuries of European Colonization, the first wave was 

propelled y steamships, railroads and telegraph and break-through is economic cooperation. The 

trend crashed in World War I, followed by postwar protectionism, the Great Depression and World 
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War II. After WWII the US led efforts to revive international trade and investment, starting a third 

wave.  

Importance of International Financial Flows 

Globalization not only facilitates trade but also facilitates global financial flows. Many countries 

have large international financial flows or investment consisting of assets and liabilities. This chart 

shows how yearly US transactions have grown over time as the global economy and financial 

system became increasingly integrated but dropped during times of crises and distrust. 

(Total Us foreign Assets in 2016 were $26 trillion, equal to 140 percent of US GDP. Total US 

liabilities to foreigners were $34 trillion in 2016, or 185 percent of GDP) (Pie, 2020) 
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Globalization as a Tool for Prosperity and Peace 

After WWI the US took the initiative to build a global economic order governed by mutually 

accepted rules and overseen by multilateral institutions. Hence the idea was to create a better world 

with countries that wanted to cooperate with one another to promote prosperity and peace. Hence, 

free trade and the rule of law were mainstays of the system. To prevent economic disputes from 

escalating into larger conflicts the institutions established included the following. (Pie, 2020) 

 

 

Effects of Globalization:  

More Goods at lower prices: Encourages each country to specialize in what it produces best using 

the lease number of resources, known as comparative advantage.  

Scaled up business: Larger markets enable companies to reach more customers and get a higher 

return on fixed costs of doing business. 

Better Quality and Variety: Competition from abroad drives US firms to improve their products, 

Consumers have better products and more choices as a result. 
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Innovation: Expanded trade spurs technological innovation and the communication of ideas.  

Job Churn: Globalization supports new job opportunities but also contributes to job 

displacement. 

Decline in Gap between Rich and Poor Globally but Wider Inequality within the United States 

Globalization Has Displaced Some Workers While Supporting High Skill Jobs, US Manufacturing 

has lost out in state such as Michigan, Tennessee, although automation allows for greater 

manufacturing with fewer workers required. Service industry participation has increased 

significantly.(Pie, 2020) 
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Why Support Globalization If It Displaces Jobs?  

The Pro’s outweigh the Cons and economists take a holistic view of the whole economy, since 

the overall payoff is much greater economist support open global market rather than closing it. 

 

• Globalization is like Technological progress; both disrupts some livelihoods while 

enlarging the economic pie and opening up new and better -paying job opportunities.  

• Protectionism helps select groups but at a high cost for everyone else. 

• The US must keep open markets to stay competitively globally. 

• Operating within a rules-based system allows for peaceful conflict resolution. 

Sustaining Policies through policy actions. 

• Invest in better and more inclusive education to prepare people for tomorrows economy.  

• Give all displaced workers sufficient financial and administrative support to find new 

jobs and some compensation for lost income. 
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• Address growing income inequality through the tax system and spending programs 

• Make sure the health-care system does not impede workers from finding new jobs or 

cause significant financial hardship 

• Use free-trade agreement to improve the competitiveness of US business increase total 

trade and boost overall economic growth.  

• Work within the WTO and various free trade agreements to settle disputes, ensure 

fairness, protect intellectual property and investment rights and promote reciprocity and 

growth. Improve the rules of the system rather than abandoning the rules. 

• Coordinate with allies to confront trade abuses. (Pie, 2020) 

2. Globalization, and Finance 

As mentioned earlier Globalization has led to large amounts of International Financial Flows. 

At the same time this benefit is also associated with inequality and hence the recent backlash to 

globalization. Hence, a review of the debate of inequality and financial globalization, reveals that 

different types of flows have different distributional impacts. Hence, the overall impact depends 

on the composition of capital flows, their interaction and on broader economic and institutional 

conditions. A comprehensive set of policies that includes macroeconomic, financial, labor and 

product-market specific is important for facilitating wider sharing of benefits of financial 

globalization. (Eichengree, Csonto, Ganany, Koczan 2020) 

There is a certain contrast between trade liberalization and financial liberalization. 

Standard logic seems to suggest that trade liberalization will have opposing effects on distribution 

in high- and low-income countries. The Stolper-Samuelson Theorem predicts that trade opening 

will increase demands for the services and therefore the relative income of a country’s abundant 

factors of production, those used intensively in the exportable sector. In high-income countries, 
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these abundant factors are well-compensated capital and skills labor, in low-income countries they 

are less skills-labor. It follows that that the impact of trade liberalization on inequality will vary 

with economic development: income inequality will increase in high-income countries, as the well 

compensated become even better compensated and fall in low-income economies, where opening 

disproportionately benefits low-wage workers (Eichengree, Csonto, Ganany, Koczan 2020) 

A theorem in international economics Mundell (1957) suggest that trade flows and capital flows 

have the same distributional effects. Yet this does not appear to be the case in practice. Recent 

calculations suggest that inequality has risen in both developing countries and advanced countries, 

and they show that different kinds of capital flows can have different effects and that those effects 

are context specific. Even though when financial globalization supports economic growth it can 

be unequalzing, depending on situation and circumstances. Hence, it is desirable that the increase 

in the pie be widely shared something that is by no means guaranteed. It is important therefore to 

couple international financial liberalization with other social and economic policies that help to 

level the distributional playing field. (Eichengree, Csonto, Ganany, Koczan 2020) 

Distributional impacts also depend on initial conditions. Relevant conditions include the level of 

human capital, the depth of financial markets and the strength of institutional policies. Hence, 

Higher level of educational attainment, stronger creditor rights and more effective rule of law in 

countries on the receiving end of capital flows can help to reap benefits in terms of growth.  

Furthermore, different financial flows have different distributional implications. 

FDI: The distributional effects of inward FDI will depend on its sectoral composition on 

the variation in labor intensity and skills across sectors. The adverse impact is greater when FDI 

flows into sectors characterized by strong complementary between capital and skill. A better 

educated workforce will facilitate a wider sharing of these benefits. Outward FDI which is sourced 
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mainly from high-income countries and now increasingly from ille income countries such as China 

tend to be associated with a decline in the demand for less-skilled labor in the source country.  

Portfolio Financial Capital Flows: These may impact inequality through several 

channels, including by accentuating macroeconomic volatility, which disproportionately hurts the 

poor. On the other hand capital inflows can reduce inequality insofar as they help to deepen and 

develop the financial sector and in so doing boost inclusion and entrepreneurial opportunity for 

the poor. 

Remittances: The impact of remittances on inequality through their direct effects on 

income. Remittances accrue to increasingly to lower-income households over time.  

Official Development Assistance: official flows have the potential to reduce inequality where 

institutions are sufficiently strong.  Although this activity may induce rent seeking. 
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3. Globalization and Digitization 

As discussed earlier the future of work is undoubtedly one of the toughest challenges faced by 

many researchers and managers all over the world. The new era in digital globalization and smart 

digitization the trends in robotization and artificial intelligence have changed the labor market. 

Due to accelerated technology many companies are ready to adopt digital solution, stationary robot 

and drones with significant consequences over the declining jobs. The new human-machine 

frontier will determine a different outlook work in a jobless society where many roles stand to 

become automated, while human’s role in these processes is minimized. Hence, according to 

current rends and technological advances the impact of artificial intelligence on the future of work 

will be significant. In this paper we try to analyze and clarify the issues in question in terms of 

smart digitization, cognitive automation, human-machine frontier and changing employment 

types. The trend shows an increase in automation and computerization and in the future many 

artisan jobs will be lost to office automation. The reasons behind this may be increase in 

productivity, cost reduction, due to innovation and accelerating change. (Eichengree, Csonto, 

Ganany, Koczan 2020) 

The Current trend of labor market is changing as a result of three simultaneous important shifts  

1. A demographic shift, including an aging population, especially in Europe 

2. The Economic Shift of digital globalization, that creates digital platforms and changes the 

economics of doing business across borders.  

3. A technological shift, driven by the Internet including artificial intelligence, big data and 

cloud computing.  

Current technologies will impact jobs all over the world but some industries could be more 

impacted than others.  
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4. Globalization and the Environment 

The climate changes as a result of human activity such as agriculture, construction, fossil fuel 

burning, solid waste generation, mining etc, these activities are cause harm not only to human life 

but also to the environment because they emit anthropogenic greenhouse gases. As human 

activities are inevitable because they are necessary to achieve economic growth and they in turn 

ultimately cause damage to the environment. Since the industrial revolution these emissions have 

risen considerably largely as a result of economic and population growth.  These environmental 

concerns have raised concerns, among countries, and many have engaged in the collaborative 

efforts which have led to the establishment of international treaties such as the United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement. 

(Evans, Opuko, Ibrahim, 2020) 

Hence, these treaties emphasize the need to reduce the atmospheric concentration of anthropogenic 

emission in order to safeguard the global eco-system from climate change impacts such as rising 

global temperatures, sea levels, floods wildfires etc. Empirical studies on the factors responsible 

for environmental degradation have taken center stage aa global discussions. This is because 

finding innovating ways of reducing climate change impacts is first conditioned on the 

determination of the precise facts influencing environmental degradation. A groundbreaking 

insight by Grossman and Kruger suggest the relationship between environmental degradation. It 

led to the development of the Kuznets curve (EKC) hypothesis which argues that at the early stage 

of development a rise in income level results in environmental degradation. However, when the 

income level rises to a certain point further increase in income lowers environmental degradation. 

The EKC hypothesis suggests an area of research that considers the impact of globalization on 

environmental degradation. The advocates are of the opinion that higher levels of globalization 
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reduce environmental degradation because it encourages stringent environmental regulations on 

firms. The critics of globalization claim that globalization degrades the environment. Globalization 

damages the environment because it causes rapid depletion of resources. As a result of expansion 

in production activities which often accompanies further globalization the environment is likely to 

be faced with harder. This is because of the increase in demand for energy is often associated with 

production expansion.( Evans, Opuko, Ibrahim, 2020) 

Hence, data is constructed from a sample of 27 industrialized countries over the 1991-201 

period. The findings and policy implications state that industrialized countries though majority of 

them greatly globalized should seek to globalize more as generally globalization is found to reduce 

environmental degradation. In light of this the industrialized countries should boost policies 

resources conditions and institutions that facilitate flows and activities between them and other 

countries. Increase in trade and financial opened with other countries should be given greater 

priority. 
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5. Globalization and Covid 19.  

The Covid-19 epidemic struck the world in throes of globalization with exceptional speed and 

severity. Globalization contributed to the rapid spread of this modern-day plague to all corners of 

the world. Hence, the global order of internationalization was not able to cope up with the rapid 

spread of the disease. Although it can be said that the rapid response in delivering vaccines 

through-out the world also came through cooperation. The lack of anticipation of the possible 

occurrence of such an event combined with the break-down of market mechanisms for some of the 

most essential products needed to fight the disease left many governments unsure as to how to 

respond and make strategic choices. Hence, the solution came down to a lock down, and this 

solution which stand stilled the economies of these countries and disrupted global value chains is 

likely to be followed by sever years of economic depression that will dwarf the cost of the 2008 

finance and economic crises. Hence, this disease has led us to reconsider some of the implicit 
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assumption underlying the design of the economic sets and to think about some of the dilemmas 

and tradeoffs that we face during a stressful period. Hence, the lesson learnt could help us deal 

with future Black Swans. (OECD, 2020)  

Human Rights and the Response to the Health Crises:  

Countries (such as China, Viet Nam) where individual freedom is limited seem to be better able to 

take adequate measure to limit the spread of the virus than elsewhere. Some advanced countries 

such as UK and US seem to have shown at least at the ver beginning more hesitation about the 

confinement measure and we have therefore witnessed a greater tendency for the virus to spread.  

Scientific Methodology and the precautionary principle.  

There is a question about the respective merits of scientific methodology and the precautionary 

principle to inform public policy making. This question is not new in EU but the crises offer a new 

illustration of the dilemma. The question that is asked is whether in a crisis we have the time to 

follow the correct methodology. French Government and President Trump have felt an 

irrepressible urge to side with their citizens against scientists. (OECD, 2020)  

The Economic Costs of Public Health Strategies 

There is a question as to whether there can be a trade-ff between public health strategy and 

economic strategy used to overcome the crises and if there is such a trade-off what policy 

prescription should be followed. The idea that maybe a trade-off comes from the fact that 

confinement policies (destines to minimize the number of deaths from COVID-19 and adopted in 

a number of countries) lessen the impact of the epidemic interms of the number of people infected 

but decrease economic output and therefore the severity of the economic crises because citizens 

are prevented either from going to work or for continuing to work if their jobs are not suitable for 

working from. (OECD, 2020)  
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Globalization, Global Supply Chain and National Sovereignty. 

The benefits of economic globalization have been much discussed over the past twenty years. One 

view is that the decline in trade and foreign investment obstacles and the development of new 

communications technologies have allowed an international reallocation of resources through a 

restructuring of production processes which has benefited developed countries by allowing them 

to secure consumption needs at a lower cost and allowed developing countries to benefit from 

economic opportunities thanks to the development of export-oriented activities. (OECD, 2020) 

Privacy, digital technologies and public health. 

There are interesting questions about Data and digital policy. As the Financial Times reported on 

“The Coronavirus crisis is forcing the EU to redraw its digital strategy. The previous calls for EU 

data sovereignty shows its imitation at a time when to anticipate the expected path of the epidemic 

and to find a vaccine we are very dependent on getting the largest possible pooling of data and 

when to get this pooling of data, we need the cooperation from non-EU countries like China.  

What Future for Competition law and policy?  

There are a number of questions concerning if and how the role of competition law and competition 

policy should be redefined in a time of deep economic crises. A discussion on the goals 

achievement and failures of competition law enforcement and competition policy has begun a few 

years ago.  

Conclusion. 

The above discussion presents five important factors regarding the implications of globalization. 

As we know that in the past twenty years or so there has been a backlash against globalization. 

Hence, there is much new evidence that is coming into play and externalities that need to be 

corrected. Overall, the data still points towards significant advantages from globalization. 
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